
 

 

SPECIFIC WARM UP 

In addition to the general warm-up that we have worked on in the 

previous course, there is another type of warm-up that is SPECIFIC. 

Let's explain what it is and the guidelines you must follow to be able 

to elaborate a specific warm-up, depending on the physical-sports 

activity you are going to practice.  

 

 
SPECIFIC WARM UP DEFINITION 

 

Remember that we defined a general warm-up as one that affected all parts of the body 

equally. We didn't spend any more time on our arms, legs or one system or another. 

Specific warm-up that consists of: 

 

Warm up especially those organic systems, muscle groups and joints that you are going to 

"use" in the sport modality practiced. 

 

It is obvious that a Shot putter (lanzador de peso) does not do the same specific warm-up 

as a handball player or a swimmer. 

 

It is not enough for them to do just one general warm-up. They must also warm up 

specifically for their sport. 

 

CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SPECIFIC WARM UP: 

• In addition to the objectives and effects that we indicated for the general warming, 

the specific warming must facilitate us the specific neuromuscular coordination for 

the technical actions of the modality to practice. 

 An example will make it much clearer: If you watch a tennis match, 

you'll see that shortly before the start of the game, the two 

players pass the ball making forehand(golpe de derecha), backhand 

(golpes de reves), volley (boleas) and serves (saques). That's part 

of the specific warm-up. They are preparing their muscles and 

joints with the ball they are going to use in the match and they are 

also "remembering" the technique of that sport. 

 

• It is necessary to know the technical gestures of the sports modality to carry out a 

correct selection of specific exercises. 

• If the sport to be performed uses a mobile (balls, rackets, etc.) use this material in 

part of the specific warm-up. 

• Approximate duration between 15 and 45 minutes. 

• The specific warm-up can and should also have a psychological preparation effect on 

the player. He prepares himself mentally to perform at his best. 

 

 

 

 



 

 

GUIDELINES FOR THE ELABORATION OF A SPECIFIC HEATING: 

 

You must take into account the following: 

 

• First analyse the most necessary physical qualities and the technical gestures of the 

modality you are going to practice to select the most suitable exercises. 

• Carry out a first phase of exercises without material to warm up  

the main muscle groups you are gping to use  without forgetting 

that we have to warm up the whole body. For example, a basketball 

player could carry out exercises such as defensive movements, 

stops, changes of direction, changes of rhythm, etc. These are 

gestures that you are going to make in the match. 

• It includes in a second phase specific exercises with the mobile 

that is used in that sport. You can do them individually or collectively. Following the 

example of the basketball player, these exercises would be the passing and shooting 

wheels made by the whole team or free throws. 

 

• Another option that is sometimes used in team sports warm-ups is to pose real 1-on-1 

or 2-on-2 game situations. There, players apply all the physical and technical qualities 

and even tactics that they are going to put into play later. 
 

 

 


